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Swiss Unlimited
Mobile Subscription

Monthly fee (CHF) 24.95 instead of 59.95

Mobile internet within Switzerland Unlimited 5G

Mobile internet abroad 5 GB

Calls to all Swiss networks Unlimited

SMS/MMS to all Swiss networks Unlimited

Minimum contract term 24 months

Mobile phone financing

TTM.SWIUN.EN

SALELifetime discount

Options

Call option
Globe

From
CHF 0.15/min.

to abroad

CHF 7.95

Send an SMS
with the text

START GLOBE
to the number 361.

Foreign package
500 MB

500 MB
valid 1 year  

in the Zone0 

CHF 10.–

Send an SMS
with the text

START 500MBZONE0
to the number 361.

Foreign package
1 GB

1 GB
valid 1 year   

in the Zone0

CHF 16.–

Send an SMS
with the text

START 1GBZONE0
to the number 361.

Foreign package
3 GB

3 GB
valid 1 year   

in the Zone0

CHF 35.–

Send an SMS
with the text

START 3GBZONE0
to the number 361.

Foreign package
10 GB

10 GB
valid 1 year   

in the Zone0

CHF 65.–

Send an SMS
with the text

START 10GBZONE0
to the number 361.

Foreign package
30 GB

30 GB
valid 1 year   

in the Zone0

CHF 70.–

Send an SMS
with the text

START 30GBZONE0
to the number 361.

Foreign package
5 GB

5 GB
valid 1 year   

in the Zone0

CHF 50.–

Send an SMS
with the text

START 5GBZONE0
to the number 361.

The use of TalkTalk products is subject to the general terms and conditions and the associated fair use policy. The inclusive units apply per month and are covered by monthly subscription fees. 
Connections abroad and roaming use outside of the inclusive units are billed according to the rate list. When the inclusive units of national data volumes are used up, mobile data is blocked if there 
is no active Data Booster. The Data Booster packages are valid for the current invoice period. Unused inclusive units cannot be transferred to the following month. However, foreign packages for use 
in roaming areas are valid for one year. Unused data volumes expire after one year. Valid for countries in the respective zone. 
Unless expressly stated, calls to the Talkbox, roaming and landline network text messages are excluded from the inclusive units. If the 5G rate supports use in Switzerland, they need a 5G-ena-
bled device. Registration for Option Globe is made by text message. Send START GLOBE to 361. The option is valid for the current month and is automatically extended. You can find all the rates for 
Option Globe at www.talktalk.ch. To stop the option, send STOP GLOBE to 361. 
 
Mobile phone financing: Payment by instalments refers to the purchase item. The monthly instalments will be charged on the TalkTalk invoice for the mobile phone contract. The customer is entitled 
to repay any outstanding instalments at once at any time. The instalment payment agreement is contingent on an existing mobile phone contract. Terminating the mobile phone contract or chan-
ging the contract holder causes this instalment payment agreement to be automatically terminated. In such a case, all outstanding instalments shall fall due immediately. The device is the property 
of the customer. Theft and the transfer of possession or ownership of the mobile phone device shall not release the customer from the obligation to fulfil this contract or from paying the instalments. 
TalkTalk AG reserves the right to refuse applications and carry out a credit check. Billing of the monthly instalments starts once the device has been received. In principle, there is no right to return 
the device. Manufacturer’s warranty in accordance with the conditions of the respective manufacturer.


